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Introduction 

0.1. A PoincarC duality group is a group whose (co)homology fulfills duaiity 
relations analogous to those of the (co)homology of closed manifolds. More general 
duality groups have been introduced [‘i] whereby the orientation module 2 (with 
trivial or nontrivial group action) is replaced by a dualizing module C whose 
underlying abelian group need not be Z. In the present paper, we investigate pairs 

of’ groups (G, S) consisting of a group G and a subgroup S whose relative 
(co)homology fulfills duality relations similar to those well-known for compact 
manifolds-with-boundary. Such pairs are called Poincurk’ duality paits. Here again, 
the orientation module 2 can be replaced by a more general dualizing module C, 
but apart from general statements we will restrict ourselves essentially to the 
Poincare case. 

(X2. In order to formulate such duality relations, one has to use appropriate 
relative (co)homology groups of the pair [ 13,141; these are denoted by 
H’(G, S; A) and &(G, S; A), where A is an arbitrary c efficient G-module. (‘(3, S) 
will be called a duality pair, of dimension n and with dualizing module C, if on2 has 
isornorphisms, for all k E 

H’(G, A)= Hm-k(G, S; CO 

Hk(G, S; A)= H,,-&(G; COA), 

; C). = 2, one 

r 2 is a trivial G- 

at. 
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on the basis of the concept of Poincare duality pairs, the notion of cobordism of 
Poincark duality groups can be introduced and investigated. This is one of the 
motivations for the present study but will be done in a subsequent paper (for a 
preliminary annsuncement see [9]). The definition of cobordism, however, requires 
an important generalization of the concept of a group pair and its relative 
(co)homology, suggested also by other applications and geometric analogies; 
namely, instead of a single subgroup S one has to consider an arbitrary famiZJj 9 of 
subgroups of C; (where the same subgroup is allowed to occur several times). I:1 the 
following a “pair” will always refer to a group G and a family 9 of subgroups. If the 
f,amily is empty, (co)homolo;gy is understood to be ordinary absolute (co)homology 
of G. 

0.3. In Chapter I we study relative (co)homology for group pairs with respect to 
the standard exact sequence < the cap-products, and the Maier-Vietoris sequences 
for amalgams and HNN-E slensions. The relation with geometric models, i.e., 
Eilenberg-Mac Lane pairs : ssociated with group pairs, is described in detail but not 
used for proofs here (nor in the sequel). We prefer a purely algebraic procedure in 
order to avoid geometric c jnstructions in Chapter II and in later applications. 

0.4. In Chapter II we investigate group pairs fulfilling homological duality (1). If 
(G, 9’) is a duality pair then the dualizing module C and the dimension n are 
determined by (G, Y), and 5” is a finite family of duality groups of dimension n - 1 
whose dualizing modules are canonically isomorphic to C. 

In the Poincare duality casz, each of the isolnorphisms (1) implies the other. 
From this we deduce that a group pair is a Poincare duality pair if and only if G is a 
duality group with a particular dualizing module AG,y; namely, the kernel of the 
augmentation map EG/Y + E. Thus various known results and criteria for duality 
groups can be applied. 

The objective here is to establish criteria for Poincare duality and various general 
properties and extension theorems. We list some of the results (PD” stands for 
“Poincare duality of dimension n”): 

(a) (G, 9) is a P *-pair if and only if G is of type (FP) and k(G;ZG)=O for 
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removed (m 2= 2 if 
conjectured that al 

ire&ion are made. In particular we show: 
(d) (G, 9’) is a PD2-pair if and only if G nitely generated free and 9 a finite 

family of infinite cyclic subgroups such that 
(e) Let G be a free group of rank 2 and let 

Then (G, S) is a PD2-pair if and only if there ar tors x, y E G such that 
is generated either by xy~-‘y-~ or by xyxy? 

(f) If (G, 9) is a PD2-pair, G free of rank pt, 9’ consisting of m cyclic subgroups, 
then m GR + 1. Let H be the group with free presentation (G; 9). If 
then H is trivial; if m = n, IH I= 2; and if m < n, then H is a PI% roup 
presentation by n - m + 1 generators and a single efin; lg relation (more precisely, 
there are free generators x1, . . . , x,~ of G such that xi is conjugate to a generator of 
SjE9, j=l,..., m-l). 

airs a tive 

We formulate the notions of relative homology and cohomology for pairs of 
groups (cf. Takasu [ 141 and Ribes [ 131) in a more general setting and establish their 
basic properties. 

1.1. Let G be a group and 9’= {Si, i E I} a family of (not necessarily distinct) 
subgroups of G; we call (G, 9) a group pair. If 9’#0 we write ZG/Y’ for t 
G-module 

@HG&,H= G/Si; 
iel 

it is the free Abelian group with the left cosets XSi, for all i E I, as generators, t 

G-action being induced by left multiplication. The augmentation E : ZG/Y’ 
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It is clear that these Hk (G, 9’; -) for (4pf 0 constitute a connected sequence of 
cohomological functors from G-modules to Abelian groups, extending the left 
exact functor H’(G, 9’; -) = Nom&A, -); for 9’= ‘(G; -) = (-)“. 

Moreover they vanish on coinduced modules A = ), where L is any 

Abelian group, for all k f 1 if 5@ f 8) and k # 0 if Y= Iz). Similarly the (G, 9; -1 
constitute a connected sequence of homological functo:s extending HI(G, 9; -) = 

AOG- or Ho(G; -) = (-)G respectively; they vanish on induced modules A = 
ZG@L for k f I or k #O. 

1.2. These relative (co-) homology groups are also functorial in the group pair 
wriablt?. Given two groups pairs (F, 52) and (G, Y), 9?! = {Ri, i E I), 9’= (Si, j E J}, a 

morphism tip : (F, 3) + (G, 9. consists of a homorphism cp: F + G and a map W: I: -b J 

such that Q (Ri) c SW(i) for al i E I. Induced homomorphisms 

c&f&@, 3; A)+ 1 ‘I@, 9; A), 

Q*:~?~(G, 9; s)- Hk(F, 9; A), 

for a G-module A (also r,:garded as F-module via Q), are obtained as follows. If 
92 = 9 = 0, one has the usual induced maps. If 3 # 0 and hence Y# 0, consider 
Q' : ZF/% + ZG/Y given by Q’(XRi) = Q(X)S,(i>. It clearly maps AF/ s to AG/Y and 
thus induces 

cp* : To& (A FI%~ A), * T&(dG,~, A); 

similarly for Q”. Finally let 5@ =z P) and 9 k 8. In that case, factor Q as p+, 

(F, B)z(G, 63&G, 9’) 

where p is given b:y the identity of G. Define 

P*:Hk(G;A)+H& 9; A), p*:Hk(G,Y;A)+ 

tively, associated with 
is hea tXECt3 

, 
i i 



sequences 

. . .+ 

9 l l +Hk+l(G; A)% Hk+l(G, 9’; A): (9; A)--=+f&(r,; A)+ l 0 

They are natural in the module A and the group pair (G, 9’). 

. Apply Ext&(-, A) and Tor G(-, A) to the short exact sequence 

A >-+ZG/Y-k and use the isomorphisms 

Ext$&G/y, A) = 
i 

TorgG(Z!G/9’, A) = @ TortG(Z!GJS1, A) = @To r 
i i 

Note that in Proposition 1.1 S and a are nothing but induced maps, induced from 
A ,-,ZGf 9, while p* and are connecting ho orphisms (cf. 1.2). The 
sequences may, of course, a be interpreted as CO nt sequences for G asso- 
ciated with 

A wHom(ZG/Y’, A)*Hom(A, A) and @A=4G/Y’OA-wA 

respectively (diagonal G-actions). 

1.4. The relative groups of a pair (G, 9’) and the whole relative exact sequences of 
Proposition 1 .I can be expressed in terms of relative groups and sequences of a 
complex module a subcomplex, as follows. 

esolution of the 
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and the exact homology sequence of (1.1) is precisely the homology sequence 
of Proposition 1.1. Similarly., the exact (G-equivariant) co 
(1.1) is the cohomology sequence of Pro 

Using the mapping cone (a!), the sequence (1 a 1) can be transformed into 

(14 

where ’ is the suspension’of v)n = P&-l ). We recall that is given by 
= PL- I @Pi, a(p’, p”) = (-apt, top’ + ap”); and y is defked by y (p', p”) = p’ E 

P;.-1 ‘)“. ‘The map l S: given by Q(p), p”) = /i?p”, commutes with a. We 
then obtain, for any CC efficient G-module A, a diagram of (Gequivariant) 
homology groups 

‘; A) .",Hk_, 

;A)- )fk-I 
(!* 

which is commutative (the middle square up to sign -1 only). Q* is an isomorphism 
8 homotopy equivalence. is a G-projectrre on of 

’ a F-projective resolution of A wi dimension shift: ) 0 = 9 

Similarly the diagram of cohomology groups 

. ..+ ;A) “;A) a* , Hk( 
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by isomorphisms which are compatible with the I sequences for 
w and for the pair ( Y( ns, see above). 

Similarly for the cohomology groups. We summarize these results as follows. 

t (6, 9) be a pair of groups, 

sequences of C module 

;A)- b--+ 

all vertical arrows being isomorphisms. 
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complexes of 2 and Y respectively, with G acting b overing transformations. 

is a free G-complex generat by the cells of X, and the subcomplex generated 

by the cells of Y; clearly 
Obviously J? is acyclic; ) for all i it follows 

that each Vi = rB1( Yi) conDlsts of copies of the universal cover of Yi, and thus P is 
acyclic too (in dimensions 
Z with trivial G-action, Ho 
correspond bijectively to the cosets of G modulo Si, with corresponding G-action). 
The inclusion 9 c rf induces on Ho augmentation 
G-projective (free) resolution of Z, of ZIG/L+‘, and 
Applying Proposition 1. _’ we get a geometrical interpretation of the relative 
sequences of the group pz ir (G, 9’): 

ewe 3. Let (X, Y ) be an Eilenberg-MacLane pair K(G, 9; I), A a G- 
module. Then the relative (co-)homology sequences of X module Y and of G module 
9 are isomorphic. More i frecisely, one has diagrams which commute (up to signs as 
indicated ) 

and 

- -. -B Hk(G, 9; A)- “(G;A) - “(9;A)----, ‘+‘(G, 9; A) + - - - 

*a -+ ‘(X, Y; A)=--+ ‘(X;A) ------+ ‘(Y; A)----+ ‘+‘(X, Y; A) -+ l . l 

all vertical arrows being isomorphisms. 
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), for aH r, s E Z. 

projective resolution for G ; then so is -+Z (diagona1 action). For e = 
A) define fl(e Of)* also written e n f, by 

If one prefers to remain in one chooses a homotopy e~~iva~e~~e q: 
and puts, for e E Q&C, e n f = q(e)n f. Using the 

(2.2) 

for f E Horn&P,, A) one then passes to (co-)homol 
For a group pair (G, 9’) with sP# 8 we define 

them to the absolute case. We consider two types 
(they might be easily included in one general se 
on): 

will be crucial in t 
ut this will not occur later 

(a! H,+,(G, 9’; C)OM’(G; A)%#% 9; CBA!, 

They are taken, for simplicity, with the identity pairing of COA; however, to 
define them in terms of absolute products, we use ot 

(a) is defined to be the cap-product 

correspondig to the i ity pairing (h@C)@A + A63CO 
(b) is the product 

H r+s_l(G; A @C)@H’-‘(G; 

corresponding to the “evaluation” pairing ‘$3 : 
q3(d@c@h)=cOh(d), 6.k 9 A!. 
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and SO on. Then the induced maps cy*, &,, y* in (co-)homology commute, in the 
corresponding sense, with cap-products. E.g., in case (a) above, one has 

&(enf)=y,ena*f, eEHr+S(G;C),fEHr(G;A), 

and so on. 
Wp, write a (or 6) for connecting homomorphisms in (co-)homology, with respect 

to short exact coefficient sequences (not to be confused with 61 and S in complexes), 
These connecting homomorphisms commute with cap-products as follows. 

(1) Given A 1 w AZ -.*A3 and & * Bz +B B3, exact and compatible with pairings 
‘$i:C@Ai+Bi, i=l, Lj, 3, then 

e n Sf = d(e n.,-), e E H,+,(G; C), f E H’(G; A3); 

i.e., the following diagam commutes 

H’(G; A3) ’ - H’+‘(G; A,) 

_-I _I 

WG; B3) a K-d@ BI) 

(2) Given Cl w C’z+ C3 and B1 w Bz+ B3, exact and compatible with pairings 
‘$i: &;@A +Bi, i = 1, 2, 3 then 

a(e nf)= (-1)‘ae nf, e c Hr+S(G; C,), f E H’(G; A); 

i.e., the following diagram commutes up to sign 

H,+,(G; C3) ii - K+,-I@; G) 

-nf 

I D I 

(-1)’ -nf 

HAG; 831 a -K-d@ &) 

(3) Given CI *v Cz + C3 and A3 H+ A2 -n A 1, exact and compatible with pairings 
i:Ci@Ai+B, i =I, 2, 3then 

e nt5f = (-I)‘& n f, e E H,+,(G; C3), f c H’-‘(G; Al); 

i.e. the following diagram commutes up to sign 

+,(C; c,! 
a 

B +s-t(G; C,) 
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If these three diagrams are included in the respective long exact coefficient 
(co-)homology sequences, one notes that-apart from certain signs--the cap-pro- 
duct induces maps of the whole long exact coeficient sequences, in all three cases 
above. 

s 

All statements of this section are easily carried over to the relative cap-products 
(with certain changes of signs due to dimension shift). 

2.3. We further recall that lb? absolute cap-product is natural with respect to 
group homomorphisms cp : F + G, in the sense that the adjoinc of the product 

H,+s(G; C)+ Hom(H’(G; A), HSR BY 

commutes with Q* at left and Hom(cp*, Q*) at right; i.e., Q*e n f = Q*(e A 4p*f), 
e E H,+#; C), f E H'(G ; A). Here A, B, C are G-modules, and Kmodules via Q. 

This again carries over immediately to the relatke cap-products. In the case (b), 
e.g., let Q: (F, a)+ (G, 9) be a morphism of pairs (cf. 1.2) with 3 P 8 # 9. In the 
diagram 

K+,(F, a; C) -Hom(H’(F, B; A), M,(F; COA)) 

Q* 

I 

Hom(Q*% Q*) 

I 

H,+,(GR C) -Hom(H’(G, 9; A), Hs(G; CGV)) 

Q+ at left and Q* at right are induced by Q : F + G together with coefficient maps 

obtained from AF/W + L&, and hence the diagram commutes. If, however, 3 = 0 
and 9P 0, then Q* at left and Q* at right are induced by Q: F + G together with 
coefficient connecting homomorphisms (case (3) in 2.2). One obtains commutativity 

of the diagram up to sign (-1)‘. 
, 

The case (a) is similar; Q* at left and right are connecting homorphisms, and one 
obtains commutativity of the diagram again up to sign (-1)‘. 

2.4. We now establish the main result of Section 2 stating that for e E Hn(G, 9’; C) 

the cap-product en- maps the exact cohomology sequence of G modulo 9’ (Prop. 
1.1) into the exact homology sequence. 

Let (G, 9) be a group pair with 9 f 0, A and C G-modules and 
e E H&3,9; C). Then the cap-product ladder 

-. - + Hk(G;A) - Hk(9;A) L H’+‘(G, 9; A) p” jqk+‘(G; pa) 4 *. * res 

en- I de n - I en- 

is commuEa tive (no signs ). 



1,2,3, between A @C and the modules of the 

G/Y, A)*Hom(A, A) (2-3) 

C@Ak@A (24 

follow t is the idenrtity or A Q C Q A. The pairing 

h)= xSi@c@h(xSj), with obvious notations, 
-?, C@A is the evaluation &(d@c ah)= c @h(d). One 
pairings are compatible with the sequences (2.3) and (2.4) 

rding to Section 2.2, the absolute cap-product en- for any 
C) maps the cohomology coefficient sequence of’ G with respect to 

coefficient sequence with respect to (2.4); i.lz., the diagram 

. - . -. H’[c;; A) - H’(G; Hom(ZG/9, A)) - H’(G; Hom(A, A)) - Hk+‘(G; A)+ . . . 

cfl- CA- I en- I en- I -+ Hea 4 &--+H1,_~_ ,(G; ZG/.Y CQA)-H,+,(G; CQDA) d Hn++(G; MNX’A) - 

is commutative. Now all groups of (2.5) can be expressed as absolute groups of G 
w of 9 or as relative groups of G modulo 9’. The vertical arrows, except for the 

nd one, are by definition the relative cap-products with e E N,-r(G; A OC)= 
. It thus only remains to show that the second vertical arrow can be 

p-product in 9 with de E H,-&Y’; C); i.e., in each Si 

-*ZG/9@C maps e&t&,-l(G;AOC) to e’E 
er the isomorphism of this group with H,,-@; C), e’ 

with respect to @2 is the same as e’n- with 
e to check that under the usu$ subgroup 

s 

A)& H’(Y; A), (24 
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For this we recall tht these isomorphisms can be obtained as follows. Let 
be a projective resolution for G. Then (2.6) is induced by the cochain iso- 
morphisms, for ah i E I. 

T:HomsJP, A)‘-+ Homo@, HOm(ZG/Si, A)) ’ _ ’ ’ 

given by r(f)(p)(xSf)=xf(Y1p), f E om~i(P,k), p E F, x E G. And (2.7) is w’ r 
induced by the chain isomorphism 

uz PQs @G/&BOB)+ POs,B 

given by cr(pOxS@1r) = x-‘p@x-lb. By a straightforward verification on the 
(co-)chain level one checks that the diagram 

Hk(G; Morn(BG/9’, A)) A Hk(Y; A) 

H n_k_,(G; mG/y@c@A) & H,.-4% CBA) 

is commutative. Thus Theorem 2.1 is established. 

2.5 Let (X, Y)= X(G, 9’; 1) be an Eilenberg-MacLane pair for (G, 9’), cf. 1 S. 
For an element e” E I&(X, Y; C) one has the usual topological cap-product ladder 

-0. + H*(X;A) - H*(Y;A) ---B Hk+'(X, Y; A) -* ff’+‘(X; A) _, . l l 

Zn- I cl WY azn- 1 F-F] h-j En- I (2.8) 

l l l + &,ek(x, Y; CBA) --d&-k-,()‘; C@A) .-, &k-,(x; CBA) -4&-,-,(x, y; CBA) + - - 

which commutes up to signs as indicated. Theorem 1.3 provides an isomorphism of 
each of the exact sequences of (2.8) to the corresponding sequence of G modulo 9’ 
as appearing in the ladder of Theorem 2. I. By straightforward computation one 
checks that the isomorphisms constructed in the proof of Theorem 1.3 are compat- 
iblb with the two cap-product ladders. More precisely, if e E Hn(G, 9; C) cor- 
responds to e’ E Pr,(X, Y; C), these isomorphisms commute with the cap-products 
en- and WI--, up to signs. E.g., 

H’(X;A) 6 = k(G; A) 

Theorem 1.3, of (2.8) above and the absence o 
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3. a3’er=V’icr?tcPris’sequences 

3.1. Ltet the groups G,. and G2 be given by presentations Gk = (Xk ; Rk), k = 1, 2, 
where Xk is a set of generators and Rk a set of defining relations for Gk. If Tl c GI, 
T2 c G2 are subgroups wish a given isomorphism tz Tl= T2, then the free product 
G1 *&S2 of G1 and GZ with amalgamated subgroup T = Tl = T2 is given by 

G1 *TG2 = (Xl, X2; RI, 82, t = a(t) all t E T). 

Similarly, if G1 = (XI; RI) and if T, T’ are subgroups of GI with a given iso- 
morphism u: T = T’ thf.v,n the HNN-group G * 1 Tlv over the base group G1, with 
respect to c T = T’ and with stable letter p, is given by 

G1 ST,, =(X1, : ; 9 RI, p-‘tp = u(t), t E T). 

In this sectlon we de< Jce Mayer-Vietoris type sequences for the (co)homology of 
group pairs (G, 9) wh,.ch are constructed in terms of amalgamated products and 
HNN-extensions. For c’mplicity, the coefficient G-module A is often omitted in the 
diagrams. 

3.2. We recall two short exact sequences associated with ams:lgamated products 
and HNN-extensions re:.Tpectively. For the proof of (a) see [ 171, Lemma 2.1, and for 
(b) [4j, Proposition 2.3. 

mma 3.1. (a) If G = G 1 *T G2 then one has the short exact sequence of G- 
modules 

+G/TGZG/Gr OHGIG&, (34 

where Q! is given by CY (XT) = (xG1, -xGz), x E G, and E is the augmentation. 
(b) If G = Gl +-:cr then one has the short exact sequence of G-modules 

where CY is given by cy (XT) = xG1- xpG1. 

3.3. Let G, 9’) be a group pair, 9 = {Si, i E I} and U a subgroup of G. Then 
5% U = (Si rl U, i E I} is a family of subgroups of U; extending the ‘“absolute” 

otation we write 

res:JEk(G,Y;A)+Hk(U,YnU;A), 

car : (U, 5% U; A)+ 

for the maps induced by the embedding of pairs (U, S@n U) + (6, Y). 
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G-module. Then one km long exact sequences 

a0 . . . -+ Hk--‘(T) I_, Hk(G, $#‘)E HkV&, yl) 

@Hk(G2, Y;)_- Hk(T)-. . . . 

Remark. The union of families Ya = {Si 1 i E I’} is always taken 
disjoint union of the indexing sets : 9, u 92 = {Si 1 i E fl u I*}. 

with respect to the 

Proof of Theorem 3*2. If Y1 = 9’2 = 0, one has the ordinary (absolute) Mayer- 

+. . l 

Vietoris sequences; these are obtslned by applying :he functors Ex&(-, A) and 
TortG(-, A) to the top row of the diagram 

and use again change-of-ring isomorphisms. For the remaining case take, e.g., 
9’= Y$ # 0 and 9’2 = 0, Applying TorzG(-, A) to the top rows of lne diagrams 

EGOG,A~,,.~ WAG/Y - AG/G A G/G - 
-L-* ZG/T---- hW32 

1 1 

v 

1 II 

hGj9 = ZGjY 
1 

EGjGI - HG/G, @ZGjGz - zGjG2 

yields the followi sign-co utative dia 

. . . --* (T;A) -.=-a 

* . . _a + . . . 



bvious homomorphisms of group pairs. Straightfor- 
that car H&Z&, 9’; A)+cor Hk(G2; A)= 

; A) = ker(cor, car), whence the required exact sequence 

3*3. Let (Cl, 9) &z a group pair and T, T’ two subgroups of G1 which are 
uia CT : T % T’. Let (G, 9’) be the pair consisting of G = G1 *T,o and its 

and let A be a G-module. Tbren one has long exact sequences 

r anef res’, cxx’ refi p to T and T’ respectively). 

* From the prooY we read off that the “connecting homorphisms” 

o: HL-'CT; A)+ H’(G, 9; A), &,:Hk(G, 9; A)-*Hk-,(T; A) (3.3) 

eor~ms 3.2 and 3.3 are defined as follows: If 9’Z 0 they are induced 
G/Y + HG/ T restricting the obvious projection 

G/G2 (or ZG/Y-r,HG/GI respectively, in the I-INN-case). If 
homomorphisms for the short exact sequence (3.1) 

The next result is an excision theorem for amalgamated products 
-extensions (the amalgamated product part (a) is due to Ribes [ 131, 

3.1. (a) Let (Gl, &) be a group pair, G2 a group, T a common subgroup 
g and G2, and G = G1 “TG2. Then the embedding (Gl, 9’1 w T)+(G, 9’1 u G2) 

~~d~ce~~ isomorphisms 

, Y1 u 53,; A)= H”(GI, zY1 u T; A) 

a group pair, and T, T’ two subgroups of G1 which are 

k via 0: T+ T’; G = G1 *7$. Then one has natural isomorphisms 
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Proof. To prove part (a) we consider the commutative diagram 

the middle row being the direct sum of the short exact sequence (3.1) with LG/Y’i 
and 

/.4x%, yGz)= (-+'I, ~6, yG2), 

Y(x~'~, yGi, zG2)= xGl+ yG1, X, y, z E G 

It follows that 

PG @or AG/ZP~~T = ker(EG @G1 E) G ker E = AG/z+T, 

and it is easily checked that this isomorphism is induced by the embedding G1 c G, 
This proves (a); for (b) consider the commutative diagram 

with 

/4x%, yT)= (-x3, ~6, WY, 
~(x% @I, 2 T')=xG1+yG1, x,y,z~G, 

4 being the stable letter of C. a is given by 

a(xT, yT’)= (xG1+yG1, -xpT’-yT’), x, y E 6. 

otice that the 
image under 1 
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In the amalgamated product case the excision isomorphisms are induced 
mo~hisms of group pairs and hence are compatible with the cap- 
2.3, The i=orresponding property in the HNN-case is easily verified 

= Gt *& and 9’= Y1 v 92 be as in Theorem 3.2. Then 
ract sequences relating the (co)homology of the group pair 

up t lirs (Gl, y1 u T) and (Gz, 92 0 T), if necessary 

Hk(G2, Y2 u T) 
c,ta:._!, - j;**-ll 

*H’(G, 9) =*‘* -Hk(T)w l 9 

these i,* and j 2, ~11[ = 1,2, are induced by the obvious maps of group pairs, e.g. 

,.~I)-,IG,~WG2). 

cunsider the commutative diagram (3.4) 

iven by y ‘1 (XSi ) = XSi - XG 1, 
K; (XS! + yG*) = xG1+ yGz, x, 
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the excision isomorphisms yields the required long exact sequences, The fact that 
the connecting homorphisms Hk(G, Y;‘A)-*H’(T; A) and Hk(T; A)- 
Hk(G, 9; A) coincide with res ‘p* and p* l car respectively, follows from the exls- 
fence of the commutative diagram + 

In case 9= 0 the required long exact sequences are obtained by applying 
Ex&(-, A) and TorzG(-, A) to the top row of the coclmuting diagram 

(3.5) 

and using the excision isomorphisms. 

By a similar proof we obtain 

Thearem 3.6. Let G = G * 1 T,_ and 9 be as in Theorem 3.3. Then one has the 
following long exact sequences relating the (co)homology of the group pair (G, 9’) to 
that of (G1, Yw T w T’): 



an easy direct way of describing the “connecting 

T; A)+&--l(~; A), 
(3.6) 

: L&,~~~T -) ZGpl T denote the restric- 
/T. Then one checks readily that 

(and similarly for QI = 2) is 
(3.4) or (3.5). This shows 

t.6) are induced by per. 
ing homorphisms” 

(3.7) 

orcm 3,ci are induced by p: A~,YvTu~+ZG1/T, which is the 

GIT’=ZG/T. 

duce a r&%ion between the homomorphisms (3.3) occurring in 
.2 and 3.3 and the homomorphisms (3.6), (3.7) occurring in Theorems 

: Using the notation of Theorem 3.5 one has (interpret jl as j and jz as j’ 

C$] = and SO = jTk*-*& = jTt*?52. (3.8) 

are induced by coefficient homomorphiLr.?s and hence (3.8) 
ard verification. If 9 = 8, then 80, SO and K~* = ki’j,+, K: = 

g homomorphisms of sho.-t exact sequences. The assertion then 
ated product case, from the existence of the commutative 

. 

II fi #a = 1,2 
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(3) We further remark that the homomorphisms (3.6) satisfy, with respect to the 
cap-product, similar commutation rules as the “connecting homomorphisms” a. 6 
in Theorem 2.J: Under the assumptiqns of ‘f?lqwe,m 3.2 the djp&dm s 

^ 2 “I ‘, j ” , 

H’(G,,; 4 
res 

b Hk(T;A) ” ’ - H”+‘(& xN u T; A) 

em n - 

I 

i),e, n - 

I 

e, n - 

I 
f&-k(G,,,g, v T; COA)~ N,_k_I(T; .C@A)- H’+.,(G,; CBA) 

a ax 

is commutative for “all G,-modules A, C and every element e& E 
H,(G,, ZYa u T; C). This follows readily from the fact that all horizontal arrows are 
induced by coefficient maps. Similarly one has: Under the assumptions of Theorem 
3.3 the diagram 

HkG; A) 
res 

+ Hk(T;A) ’ -Hk+‘(GI, 9u Tu T’; A) 

eln - I t3e,n - I eln - I 
If,,-,JG,, .Yu T u T’; COA) ---+H,,_k-I(T; COA) .d k&,_k_,(Gr; COA) i) 

COf 

is commutative for all GI-modules A, C and every element et E 
Hn(G1, 9’~ T v T’; C). 

(4) Using the formulae (3.8) one obtains a similar commutation rule for t,he 
homorphisms (3.3): Under the assumptions of Theorems 3.2 or 3.3 the following 
diagram is sign-commutative for 21: G-modules A, C and every element e E 

M,(G, 9; C) 

t-es 
Hk(G; A) -- Hk(T; /i) A Hk+‘(G, 9’; A) 

en- I 
H&G, 9; C’@A) COA)---+ H ,,-j&G; CBA). 

CGM- 

More precisely, both squares commute if 9’# 0 and commute up to (--@ if 9’ = 0. 
This sign stems, of course, from the commutation rules for the maps induced by 
j#: (G, 9)+ (G, Y’u T4), see Section 2.3. 

3.7. Now we establish the main rcsv?t of Section 3, stating that the 
sequences are co ~~~~c~. 
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Then the two cap-product ladders (with coefficient 

Hk(T) + * * * 

Hk(C;;,. Y, w T)@H’(G,, 9”~ T) - H’(G, 9’) - H’(T) --* - s - 

--) .L&p&JG1) K-&32) - f-f,_,JG) - H,,+_,(T) --* . . . 
4, 

are (sign -)commutative. More precisely, if 9’ # 0. then 
ute (< r~ signs ); if 2 = 0 then they conzmute up to signs as follows : 

seg”*ond square (- 1 Jk ; lower diagram, second 
third square (- 1 )k* 

ion concerning the top left square and the bottom right square 
) together with Theorem 2.1. The assertion for the two 

seque;lce of the corresponding rules for the maps induced by 
dnd the fact that excision is compatible with the cap- 
ivity of the top right and bottom left square follows from 

the formulae (3.8). 

t+ Tea and 9’ be as in Theorem 7.3, let A, C be G-modules 
en the two cap-product ladders (with coefficient module A in 

G) -- 

n,,e *I - 

I ‘ -9 
-k 

. . . _+ * -9 . . . 



with e”=(~*‘jg--b*T& 
squares commute (no 
Theorem 3.7). 

4. I, We first extend some terminology concerning resolutions from the absolute to 
the relative case. The cohomology dimension of tf;c group pair (6,9’), w 
cd@, 9’), is the maximum integer n with H”(6,9’; /I]+ 0 for 
if there is no such integer, cd(G, 9’) = 00. Homology tiimension 
similarly. If 9’# 0, then clearly cd(G, 9)~ n (hd(G, 3’)~ n) if and 
G-module of projective (flat) dimension <IJ - 1. 

The pair (G, 9’) with 9 # 0 is said to be of type (FP),, n an integer a 1 or 
the G-module A G/y admits a G-projective resolution l l 9 + 
AG/sp which is finitely generated for i s n -1 (inrhecaseY=O,if S isofty 
i.e., if Z admits a resorution which is finitelv generated for i s n). We note that type 

VP) n9 n 3 1, implies that 9’ is a f’inite family of subgroups Si c G. 

4.2. We now define general “duality pairs” and note some of their basic pro- 
perties. Then we restrict ourselves to the special case of “Poincare duality pairs” 
while the general case will be investigated in full detail elsewhere. 

The group pair (6, 9) is calle 
r, if there is a G-module C and an element e E 

the cap-products 

(en-): Hk( )+Hn-k(G’, 9; CBA), 

(en-): H’(G, 9; A)+&-k(G; CBA) 

are isomorphisms for all G-modules A and ali k E h. 

absolute case, one has the f 
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4.2. Let (G, Y), 9 = (Sit i E a) f 8, be +: D”-pair with dualizing module C. 

(i:, G: is a duality group of dimension n - 1 with dualizing module A @C 

(~~~n~l G-action); 
(ii) 9 is a finite family of subgroups ; 

(iii) Each Si is a duality group of dimension n - 1 with dualizing module C 
(considered as &-module by restriction); 

(~~~ A fundamental clasis e E H,,(G, 9’; C) determines a fundamental class ei E 
; C) for each Si ; n&q lnely de = &, where a is the connecting homomorphism 

in eract homology sequt’ nce of G modulo 9. 
Xn oiew of (iii) and (iv) +ve may consider 9 as a “non -connected” duality group 

wirh fundamental class ae : &i. 

ra& By the definitil ns, e is an element of I$- l(G ; A 0 C), and 
-):Hk(G; A)-, H nr_A +(G; A@C@A) an isomorphism for all A and k, 

whence (i). In the cap-pmduct ladder of Theorem 2.1 

- - - -. W’(G; A) P Wk(Y; A) -Hk+‘(G, y; A) -mm- #+‘(G; A) -_, - - . 

the S-Lemma shows that ae+ is an isomorphism. Now ae E H,_@; C)= 

He _ I(& ; C) decomposes unique@ into ae = xi ei, ei E Hn- l(Si ; C), and the cap- 
product 

(am-): Hk(9: A)=n H’(Si; A)+@Hn-k-l(Sii; CBA) 
i i 

decomposes into cap-products (eifr-): Hk(Si; A)+ Hn-k(Si; CBA) for each i. 
Since aer,- is an isomorphism the family must be finite, and each tin- is an 
isomorphism for all G-modules A and all k E Z. To establish (iii) and (iv) we have to 
show that eirt- is an isomorphism for all &modules 1?. For this simply use the 

le A = HG @s8 B and the canonica! Si-module decomposition 

Z[G-Si])@s,B s B@(E[G-Si]@s,B). 

and inverse- 

the absolute case to recall some facts about duality groups 
e sequel. They have partly been announced without proof 
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inverse-dualizing module C, if there exists & H,(G; t?) such that 
(Zn-): Hk(G; Horn@, A))+H,&G; A) is an isomorphism for all G-modules A 
and all k, the cap-product being given by the evaluation pairing C @Horn@, A > + 
A. 

We recall that, by Brown’s finiteness criterion [lo], a duality group is of type 
(FP). Similarly one has 

Proposition 5.2. APT inverse-duality group is of type (FP). 

Proof. From inverse duality it follows that all &(G ; -) commute with direct 
products. Hence the finiteness criterion [8] can be applied, and G is of type (FP),. 
Moreover hd G s n which implies, for type (FP),, that cd G s n (cf. [3], prop. 2.4). 
Thus G is of type (FP). 

5.2. We will show that the inverse-dualizing module C is E-free; and that inverse- 
duality groups and duality groups with Z-free dualizing modules C are the same 
(with C = C and with coinciding dimensions and fundamental classes Z = e). We 
first prove 

Propositioaa 5.3. Let G be an inverse-duality group. Then G is a duality group of the 
same dimension, with Z-free dualizing module C. 

Proof. We apply inverse duality to a coinduced module A = Hom(BG, L), L. any 
Abelian group. Since Horn@, A) = Horn@, Hom(HG, L)) = Hom(HG, Hom(C, L)) 
is coinduced too, &-k(G; Hom(ZG, L))= 0 for k # 0. 

LetP={O+P,+* l + PI + PO -, O}+Z be a finite projective resolution for G. Its 
dual 

is a finite projective complex. By elementary duality, P&A = Horn&P*, A), and 
Hi(G ; A) is its homology. For A = Hom(ZG, L), one has Horn&P*, A)= 
Hom(P*, L), so Hi(G; A) is the cohomology of the Z-complex * with cocficicnts 
in L; by the universal coefficient theorem and in view of the numbering of 
therefore have 

O=Hi(G;Hom(EG, L))=Hom(H& *), L)OExt(H,--i-1( 

for i f 0. NOW lin-i *)= H’(G; ZG), whence ‘(C;ZG)=O for i*n and 

H”(G; ZG) is Z-free. By (7), Theorem 4.5, G is a duality group with dualizing 
module C = H”(G; BG). 
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. We consider the isomorphism 

(t?n--): H’(G; FAom(C9 A))= om&‘, A)+N,(G; A). 

y elementary uality I& (G ; A) is nat rally isomorphiq to the homology of 

HomG( *, /n) at 01; i.e., to HomG(C, A), since C = Pz/a*BE-I. Thus Zn- yields a 
natural equivalence of functors Horn&C, -)+ Homc(C, -), hence C = C. -VVe 
choose g: C+ C such that e’ng = 1 E Horn&C, C). Now Horn&‘, C)= 
E&(G; C)=H is generated by 1; thus Zng = e is a generator of H,(G; C), i.e., a 
fundamental class for G. But obviously e’ng = g*(Z), i.e. the isomorphism g : C + C 
carries Z to e. 

53. We ROW assume that ‘3 is a duality group of dimension n with H-free dualizing 
-HZ be ; finite projective resolution for 6. The 
ective I esolution of C. The cap-product e n- 

entity pairing of CO, :G is a homology isomorphism 
@C and hence a homctopy equivalence. 
The diagram, where e;>,+- refers to the evaluation pairing C@Hom(C, A+ A, 

and where ~5 is the elementary duality isomorphism, 

Hom(C, A)) en,,- 

1 1 
OC, A) ten-,*_ Horn& 

is easily seer, to be commutative (up to sign (- 1 )&lnak) on Pk). en- being a 
otopy equivalence, so is (en-)* and hence a homology isomorphism. Thcls 

e A,,-- is a homology isomorphism, i.e., G is an inverse-duality group with C = C 
and Z = e. 

Combining this with Propositions 5.4 and 5.4 we have 

A group G is an imerse-duality group of dimerzsion n if and only if it 
n with Z-free dualizing module C. The inverse- 
C, and inverse~duality is given by e nev- where e is 
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G-module /I. Xf the &ion on 2 is trivial (A = D”-pair is o~ie~~a~~e, 
otherwise non-orientable. It can be oriented in both rases (cf. 4.2). By Theorem 4.2, 

where 2 is an Si-module by restriction to Si (trivial or not). 
In the PD”-case, with 9# 8, G is a duality grou of dimension n - 1 with 

dualizing module bG,g~ = b. The isomorphism (4.2) ca e expressed as 

(en-): H’“-‘(G; Hom(& A))z ) fore E N,-;(G; b); 

i.e., as G being an inverse-duality group. Since A and-hence are Z-free, duality 
and inverse-duality imply each other (Theorem 5.5): 

. (6, Z?‘), 14p # 0, is a PD”-pair with d~~alizing module 2 if and only if 
G is a duality group of dimension n - 1 with dualizin,,: module &,y. 

6.2. Applying [7], Theorem 4.5 and the fact that .ility groups are 0 
we therefore have simple criteria for PD”-pairs (if L7 is empty, only (ii) below is 
meaningful; it is just the usual criterion for a PD”-group): 

.2. (G,5@) is a PD”-pair with dualizing msduie 2 if and only if one of the 

(i) Gisqfgype (FP),andHL(G;ZG)=Ofork#n-1,s G,Yfork=n--1. 
(ii) (G, 9) is of type (FP), and Hk(G, 9; ZG)= 0 for k # n, =t for k = n. 

roof. We only have to show that (i) and (ii) arc equivalent. 
(i)+ (ii): Let -nZ be a finite projective resolution f 

projective complex, exact except at 0 where its 
d is a finite pro ective resolution, and s 

Hk(G, 9; ZG) = IExt&‘(A, ZG) = 

for k f n and ~2 for k = 12 (since - & is a projective resolution). 

(ii)-+ (i) is proved exactly in the same way, starti 
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dimension n - 1 with dualizing module A G/SP. By Proposition 6.1 (G, 9) is a PD”- 

air (orientable): 

rem 4.3. If (G, 9) admits an Eilenberg-MacLane pair (X, Y), in the sense of 
1.5, where X is a compact orientable d-manifold of dimension n and Y = ax, th ?n 
(G, 9) is an orientable PD”-pair. 

mples. Take for G a non-trivial knot group, G = rl(X) where X is the closed 
complement of the knot in S3; let S be the image of q&X) in G under the 
inclusion ax --L X. One kr.!ws that the inclusion is a monomorphism (hence S free 
Abelian on 2 generators, r !X being a torus). (X, ax’) is an Eilenberg-MacLane pair 
Fop (G, S), ,-ind thus (G, $ i a PD3-pair. An example of a PD2-pair is obtained by 
taking for , l a closed ori/- n table surface of genus 2 1 from which an open disk has 
been r,emoved, hnd Y = i .K Here G is a free group on generators als .bl, . . . , a&, bk, 
and S the cyclic s tibgroup generated by their commutator product 

far, b,]... lak, tk]. The .*ase of dimension 2 is dealt with algebraically in Chapter 
III. 

7.1. We first extend, in a simple situation, the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral 
sequence to pairs. 

ropuition 7.1. Let (G, 9’) be a group pair, 9’= {Si, i E I) f 0, and N * G G Q an 
exact sequence of groups with N c S1 for all i E I; put T= ~(9). Then there are 
natural finitely convergent spectral sequences, for a G-module A, 

HdQ, 9; HqU’k A)) 3 Hp+*(G, 9; A), 

H”(Q, ST; H’(N; A)) 3 HP+‘(G, 9’; A). 

f. Consider the absolute L.-H.-S. homology and cohomology spectral 
cients A @A and Hom(A, A) respectively, where A = AG/y = 
ural isomorphisms 

@A)=A@H,(N;A), 

, A))= f4om(A, H’ (N; A)). 

Under the assumptions of ~~ropos~tio~ 7.1, ass 
)is 4- ; #a f ly if ( , 3) is. 
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(FP),, Hq(N; IMG)=nH,(N; ZG)= 0 for q # 0, =IMQ for q =O. Thus the 
first spectral sequence of Proposition 7.1 collapses and yields isomorphisms for all 
K. 

TorfG(A, U ZIG)= Hk+*(G, 9’; I2 ZG)= Hk+l(Q, F; II ZQ) 
=TortO(A, I7 ZQ). 

The assertion now follows from [8], Proposition 1.2. 

7.2. The proof of the following “extension theorem” for PD”-pairs carries over 
from the absolute case ([7], Theorem 5.3 and [5], Theorem A). 

Theorem 7.3. Let (G, 9’) be a group pair, N w G L Q a short exact sequerm with 

N c Si, for all i E I, and 3’ = +r(.Y’). 
(i) If N is a PD”-group and (Q, 9) a PDq-pair, thev (G, 9’) is a PI>““-pair; the 

dualizing modules are related by 

Hn+q(G, 9’; BG)sH”(N; ZN)OH’(Q, 9; ZQ). 

(ii) If N is of type .(FP)* and cd@, T)< 00, and if (G, 9) is a PD-pair then N is a 

PD-group and (Q, 9) a PD-pair. 

7.3. Next we attempt to find a relative version of the finite extension Theorem ([7], 
Theorem 3.3). Let (G, 9’) be a group pair with 9’= (Si 1 i E I}, and H a subgroup of 
G. For each index i E I we choose a system Xi of double coset representatives of 
H\Qi/Si; then we consider the family of subgroups of H, 

Hn9@= {HnxjSjxi’ IxiEXj, iEI}. / 

Up to conjugation within H, H nY” does not depend upon the choice of BY= 
{Xj)iEI}. 

Now there is a canonical homomorphism 

given by q(xSi) = h (H 0 Sf), where x is an arbitrary element of G and h E H, 
Z E Xi, s E Si are chosen such that x = h%s. If hZs = h’?s’, h, h’ E H, S, S’ E Si. then 
h-‘h’ = ZYS’-lx’-’ E H n Sf, so that 4p is wei;-define is clearly a homorphism of 
H-modules and commutes with the augmentations. eover rp is an isomorphism, 
its inverse being given by cp-‘(k n SP)) == hx’Si, 2 h E $i: Thus we have 

-module isomorp 

t (6, .q), H ond 8’ 

oes 
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If 9 = 0 (and hence H n 9’@ = 8) the assertion is well-known, see e.g. [7], 
ition 3.1. So let 5pif0. Since A =AH/H~SPC= -AG,~ has a G-module structure 

we can define a canonical isomorphism of G-modules. 

d k 
G, Hom(A, EH)) = Hom(A, Hom&$!H)), 

where the G-action is understood as indicated by the arrows, by putting p(f)(d) 
Horn&G, Hom(A, ZH)), d E A, g E G. One has to check that 

H is an H-homomorphism. So let h E H; then 

The inverse of fcp is obvi.9~~. 
Now9 sin= H is of finite inpex in G, thli: G-module Horn&G, ZU) is iso- 

G ; ther, :foye we have isomorphiisms 

9: Hk(H,H nY@; kH)= Hk-“(H; Hom(A,ZH)) 

= Hk”(G; Hom&Z’G, Horn@, HH))) 

= H”‘(G; Hom(A, 2G)) 

= H’(G, 9’; 2G). 

Up to conjugation within H the isomorphism o!’ Lemma 4.4 does not ddepend upon 
the choice of hence 9 i.s independent of 8’. 

m 7.6. LRt (G, 9) be a pari of groups, with G torsion -free, and let H be a 
subgroup of finite index in G. Then (G, 3’) is a PD”-pair if and only if (H, H n 9”) 
is. 77~ dualizing modules are isomorphic as H-modules. 

Proof. With regard to Theorem 6.2 (ii) the assertion follows from the following 
three facts. Firstly: One has natural iaomorphims 

TorfH(A, I?’ 2H)=TortG(A, EGoHi ZH)~l’orf~(A, I7 HG), k E Z, 

1, Proposition 1.2, A is of type (FP),o over EG if and only if the same 
2H. Secondly: By Proposition 7.5 Hk(G, 9’; 2G) = 0, or & respec- 

same is true far Hk(H, H”n 9’ ; ZH). Thirdly: if 
(H, H n 9@)< 00; conversely, if (H, H n YE) is a 

y Theorem 4.2 (i), cd H c FJO. By Serre’s Theorem [15, 
9 5qc co, 
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-extension 

8.1. Now we establish that the free product of two PD”-piairs with an amalgamated 
boundary component yields again a PD”-pair. 

Theorelrp k 22 (C,, Qv cy = 1,2, be gruup pairs and Tl c G1, Tzc G, two 
subgroups with an isomorphism Tl s Tz, Let (G, 9) be the pair ccmsisting of G = 
G1 *TG~, T = Tl = Tz, and its family of subgroups .Y’= 91 u 92. Then the f&wing 
holds : 

(i) If (G,, 9’a u’ T), ac = 1, 2, are PD”-pairs, s&s (G, 9). 
(ii) If (G, 9) is a PD”-pair and TUis a PD”-‘-grolip then (G=, 9” u T), cy = 1, 2, 

are PD” =-pairs. 
Moreover, the dualizing modules of (G, Y), (G,, 5 10, v T) and T are all isomorphic 

to H”(G, 9; ZG), considered as a G, -module and as a T-module by restriction ; 

hence (G, 9’) is orientable if and only if both (GIY S& v T) and (Gz, 92 v T) are 
orientable. 

Proof. (i) By Theorem 4.2 (iii) T is a PD”-’ -group and its dualizing module 
C = H”-‘(T; ZT)= 2 can be identified consistently with the dualizing modules of 
(G1, 9, u T) and (Gz, YZ w T). Therefore C has a G-*module structure, Now the 
homology part of Theorem 3.5 yields the exact sequence 

We chocse fundamental classes e, E Hn(Ga, .Ya u T; C) and e& Hn-l(T; C) sudh 

that (3el a= aez = eo, and consider the element e E Hn(G, 9; C) which maps onto 
(er, -es). Us%g Theorem 3.7 and the 5-Lemma shows immediately that (G, 9’) is a 
PD”-pair with dualizing module C and fundamental class e. 

(ii) Let H” (G, 9”; PG) 5= 2 be the dualizing module of (C, 9). Lemma 8.2 below 
shows that the map (30 : Hn(G, 3’; 3) + HBml(T; f) is a monomorphism whose image 
J = aoHn(G, 9; f) is isolated in Hn-l(T; 2) (i.e., if mx E .I, for an integer m > 1 and 
x E Hn-l(T; z), then x EJ). But by Poinear$ duality HI,-l(T; 2) can only be trivial 
or infinite cyclic, hence $! (considered as a T-module by restriction) is the dualiizing 
module of T, and & is an isomorphism. If e E Hn(G, 9; 2) is a fundamental clam for 
(G, 9’) then &e E H,-l(T; 2) is a fundamental class for T and the assertion fo’llows 
by Theorem 3.7 and the S-Lemma. 

(1) The above 0’0~s that under t tions of 
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(i) has isomorphisms 

&&iH,(G,Y; C)=.H”_,(T; C), 
‘;‘j*,:H,(G,~;C)~H,(G,,~~~JT;C), 

wttesz C = H”(G, 9’; ZG). 
(2) Assertion (i) and a weak verz;im of (ii) hold for arbitrary Da-pairs. Indeed, in 

proving (i) we never used the fact that C = f, hence the proof is valid for D”-pairs. 
ln proving (ii) C = H”(G, 9; hG)= % was used solely to prove that N,--r(7’; C) is 
infinite cyclic; therefore t&e statement (ii) holds for D”-pairs under the additional 
assumption that (G, 9) af:,d T have the same dualizing module C. 

8.2. I? remains to prove 

-ma 8.2. tit (G,, 9 I ), cy = 1, 2, be group pairs and T, c G,, cy = 1, 2, two 
~~~b$rou~~ with TI =T2. if(G,Y)=(G l +G2, Y1 v 91) is a D”-pair with dualizing 
module C, then the map;? 

80 :Hn(G9 9; C)OZ/pZ+ Hn-l(T; C)@ZlpZ 

ate monamorphic for all primes p (hence also for p = 0). 

Clearly H,(G, 9’; C)OE/pH EHn(G, 9’; COZ/pH), Hn-l(j“; C)OEIpZ s 
), and (G, 9) is a “D”-group over the ring Z/pZ” lira the obvious 
e, E Hn(G, 9; C@Z/pZ) be a fundamental class over H/pZ. If 

/pPj@,) = 0 then, by Theorem 3.7, 

SO: H'(T; A)+ H’(G; A) 

is the zero-map for every (Z/pB)G-module ,4. This implies that the monomer- 

phism ( )G/T~(z~PZ)G/G,~(Z~~Z)G/G~ is @/pH)G-split, which is 
impossible unless G = T. 

8.3. By a similar proof we obtain: 

Theorem 8.3. Let (G1, Y’) be a group pair and T, T’ two subgroups of Gl with 
K T 2 T’. Let (G, 9) be the pair consisting of G = G 1 ST,= and its family of subgroups 
9. Then the following holds : 

If (GI, .Yw Tw T’) is a PD”-pair, so is (G, 27). 
If (G, Y) is a PD”-pair and T is a PD”-‘-group, then (Gl, 3% T v T’) is a 

moduels of (G, Y), (G1, Sp w T u T’) and T are all iso- 

), considered as a G1-module and as a T-module by 
rest~~tion ; hence if (G, 9) is orientable, so is (G1, 9 u T v T’). 
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Theorem 8.3. For this we need the concept of the “fundamental group of a graph of 

groulps” due to Bass-Serre [I]. A graph of groups consist of a connected graph & 
with non-empty set of vertices and with< the following addlitionab structure: 

(i) For every vertex v of @5 there is,given a group G,. 
(ii) For every edge e of “@, from v to 21’~ there is given a pair of subgroups 

S,’ c G,, SL c Gut, and an isonaorphism t7c.z S, +G:. I 

(8 is said to be finite if the set of all edges and the set of all vertiees are finite. The 
fundamental group of a (finite) graph of groups, denoted by v(@), is defined as 
follows: Choose in @ a maximal tree % and construct the tree product H with 
respect to % (= iterated amalgamated proclucts along X). For every edge e of @ 
which is not in &, H contains a pair of isomorph ii: subgroups Ok: SC + S:. Now, 
~(a) is the HNN-extension over the base group H with associateci subgroups 
{So SL}, where e runs through all edges of @ -55. Thus ~(a) is generated by all 
vertex groups G, and by stable letters te for every etlge e not in %, subject to the 
defining relations 

P=(S) = s, for ,every edge e in % and all s E S,, 
U=(S) = $st,, i’or every edge e not in % and all s G Se. 

One can show that up to isomorphism this definition does not depend upon the 
choice of %. 

Iterated application of Theorems 8.1 and 8.3 now yields the following main 
result of Section 8. As before, the assertion (i) holds unchanged for D”-pairs, and 
itssertion (ii) holds for D”-pairs and -groups under the additicrcal assumption that 
the dualizing module of (n”(@), 9’) and all 9’: be the same. 

Theorem 8.4. Let (G,&YY), LY = 1,2,. . . , k, be a finite number of group pairs. 
Assume that the groups G, are the vertex groups @ a filzite graph of groups @ whose 
edge groups are certain pairs of isomorphic subgroups otit of the family ua 5i I 9& Let 
?r(@) be the fundamental group of (55 and let Ydenote the family of all Si E U&I 9* 
not occurring in an edge of @. T\gen the following holds : 

(i) If (Go, ,4pol) is a PD”-pair for all a, so is (ar(@), Y), 

(ii) If (4@), 9) is a PD”-pair and all Si E spP* CI = I, . . . , k are I’D”-‘-groups, 

then (G4, Ye) is a PD” -pair for all CIY. 
Moreover, the dualizing modules of (n(a), 9) and [G,, YaQ, a! = 1, e . . , k, are aiCE 

isomorphic to H”(w(@), 9; &(a)), considered as a G,- module by restriction. 

8.5. As an immediate consequence one obtains a characterization of PD-pairs !n 
terms of PD-groups (this is the algebraic analogue of taking two copies of a 

-with-boundary and identifying the two boundaries): If (G, 9) is a group 
pair, consider the graph of groups @ consisting of two vertices wh 
are G and an isomo copy G’. 6&G= 
pairs of corresponded 
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rs: (6, 9) is a D”‘-pair with 
C can be extended to a 

nite family of 

are only two PD’-pairs (G, 9’): If 9 = 0, then G is an 
nd’ hence infinite cyclic; and if 9 # 0 then cdG = 0, hence 

the SI ua:ion is already much more complicated. 
-pai s (G, 9) are, of course, provided by the “surfaces-with- 

t X be 2 closed surface 2 from which a finite number% of open 
a2ifZ=S2) and Y=aX;takeG=v1Xandlet9be -3 
ps generated by the boundary circles. Then (X, Y) is an 

acLane pair for (G, 9), and (G, 9) is a PD2-pair (cf. Section 6), 
r not. A PD2-pair which can be obtained in this way will be called 

ive an algebraic treatment of geometric PD2-pairs. In Section 
duction steps towards the conjecture that all PD2-pairs are 

establish, in the present sectlon, a simple criteriorn for PD2-pairs. We 
tive version of [6!, Proposition 2.13, the proof o:! which 

ute case, if combined with suitable generalized Mayer- 

I&et (G,, Spp), Q! = 1,2, . . . , k, be a finite set of group pairs. Assume 
of groups C3 with edge groups 

). Then one has for all n 2 1: 
11 edge groups TB are of type 

)n, then so are the 
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e relative versi 
-trivially into an 
= G1 *E,fl, where in either case 1~51 -c 00, and 9 splits into tw 

families 9 = 91 u Y’z such that each subgroup Sia E 5+?a is conjugate to a 
S:, of c;,, cy =I, 2. Let 9; = {&), cy = 1,2, Y = 9’1 v 9;. 

By Proposition 9.X the group pairs (Go, ,4p&), cy = 1, 2, are again of type (F 
Moreover, since Hk-’ 1 (E; ZG) = 0 for all k 2 2, the cohomology part of Theorems 
3.2 and 3.3 yields 

Hk(G,Y;HG)=Hk(G,Y’;ZG)=@Hk(G&?‘k:;ZG). 
(Y’ 

But as (Ga, 9:) is of type (FP),Jo one has also 

Hk(Ga, 9’:; LG)= Hk(G,, 9’:; ZGa,)&,_ .hG, . 
and the assertion follows from the fact that the index IG : G,I is always infinite. 

The criterion can now easily be obtained. If (G, Sp) is a P 
by Proposition 6.1, G is a D1-group and by Theorem 4.2, L?’ is a finite family oi 
PD’-groups: thus G is a finitely generated free group and Y’ a finite fa 
infinite cyclic subgroups. Conversely, if G is a finitely generated free group and Y’ a 
finite family of infinite cyclic subgroups, then it readily from the 1 
sequences of Proposition 1.1 that (G, 9) is of ty 
H2(G, 9; ZG) is infinite cyclic then!, by Proposition 9.2, 
Theorem 6.2 (ii) can be ,lpplied. We thus have 

core 3. Let (G, Y:j be a group pair with Y’ # u Then (G, 9) is a 2-pair if 
and only if G is a finitely generated free group and 9’a finite family of infinite cyclic 
subgroups such that H2(G, 5Q; HG) is infinite cycl’ic. 

10.1. We Erst deduce explicit formulae for H2 



we obtain the commutative diagram whose rows and left-hand side column are 
XXt: 

H’(F; ZF) 447 (ZFj- -‘- EF 

J* I i u 

If’&; ZF) c- (ZF’)” 2 (EF)” 

H2(F, 4 ; Ed;) 

F94 for tht 1 free F-n. odule of all k-row “vectors” with entries in ZF, 

?he f~ +ha* I’- s (Z&F)” and 1,‘ = Z$). Q : HP+ (HF)” is the diagaonal . . W. ..‘Y1 & f 

ing a(A)={&&\, . . . , A), and /3: ZF + (HF)” is given by /3(A) = 

(~~I-19A*~~2-1~,...,(xn - 1)A ), A E Z!l’? Similarly y: (ZF)” + (ZF)” is given by 

9=(h-~9h, tr24)A2,..., hn-l)hd, A/ E ZF. Finally, 

)” is (thr, dual of) the Jacobian J = (Jij) where Jii = dri/axi is the 
~~~-derivative of r, with reqect to xi (cf. [I 71); i.e., J* is given by 

J*(Al, AZ.. . . , A,)= ( i$l $Ai* ,p,zAiv 
l l 7 ifl $Ai), Ai ’ hF* 

1 i i 

60.2. We are now in 2 position to give an algebraic proof of the following theorem. 

10.1. (a) Let F be the free group freely generated by Xi, yi, ti, 1 s i s g, 
f. s j s m, where m and g are non-negative igltegers with m +g > 0, and let r E F be 

the word 

I = t1t2. . . tm[~lr ytlIx2, Y21 l * l [x,9 Ygl. 

(E,! u (r)) is an orientable PD2-pair. 
be the free group freely generated by Zi, fj, 0 s i s g, 1 s j s m, where m 

re non -negative integers with m + g > 0, and let r c F be the word’ 

r=tpi+t.. 2 
1 tm&zf . . .f,. 

w (t& w (r)) is a non -orientable PD2-pair. 

= 0. Let F be the free group on 
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According to the: diagram (10.1) one has to show that 

w?(F, 9; kF)= (ZF)m+lJ(J”(Z!F)m -+ y(ZF)“+=) 

is infinite cyclic. As ati& = Sii the (m +*l)-r~w vectors in K=J”(EF)m + y(EF)“+’ 

are of the form 
J 

Al, 9 p 8 3 Am9 Pl9 l 9 l 9 pm, p~~.+l E EF. :Let U be the submodule consisting of al 
(m + 1).row vectors of the form (0, 0, . . . , 0, *). Then K+U = (ZF)m’ *, hence 
(ZF)“+‘/K = K + U/K s U/K n U, and K n U consists of all those u E U whose 
last component is of the form 

-i~l$(ti-1)/4+(*-l)~m+l. ’ 
i 

Thus it remains to prove that the elements 

E(ti - l)= t*tz , . l tj-*(tj-1), lSi<m 
i 

and 

r-l=t*t*. . l tm-1 

generate the augmentation Ideal IF as a right F-module; the verification by 
induction on m is straghtforward. 

We deal with the general case by induction on g. Assume that the assertion of 
Theorem 10.1 (a) holds for some g 2 0. Putting a(tl) = r defines an isomorphism 
between the infinite cyclic groups (r), (t].) and we can form the I-INN-extension over 
F with stable letter u 

P=(F, u; u-‘tlu =r} 

= (F, U; t2t3 l l l tm[Xl, yl] * l l [xg, yg][U, t1.j = 1). 

It follows that F is freely generated by t3, I. . . , tm, ~1, . . . , x,, y 1, . . . , yg, u, tl. 

Moreover by Theorem 8.3 (F, (tz) u l l l u (tm)) is again a PD2-pair. As tr ’ = 

t3t4 l l ’ frn[xl, Yll ’ l l 
[x,, yJ[u, tl], this shows that the assertion holds for g + 1. 

(b) Again we first prove the assertion for g = 0. Let F be the free group on 

h, 82, l . . , t,, zo and let 9= (tl)u l l l u(t,&(r), r = Flf2 l 0 l t,,&. Let H be the 
normal subgroup of F generated by X Then IF/H\ = 2, hence H is a free group of 

rank 2m + 1, and the 2m + 1 elements 
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We again prove the general assertion by induction on g. Assume that the 
assertion of Theorem 10.1 (b) holds for sorne g 2 0. Putting a(r)= tl’ defines an 

rphism between the infinite cyclic groups (r), (tl) and we can form the 
-extension over F with stable letter U, 

F = (F, u; u-h = t;‘) 

=(F,u;t2’q,,z;z:*-. z2,utg4 -1 t1= I}. 

it foltows that F is freely generated by t3, . . . , tm, ZO, . , . , ze, u, tl . In this list of free 
enerators we can repi !tce tl by v = utl. Now it follows by Theorem 8.3 that 

02S LJ l l . u (t,,J) is again a PD2-pair. As til = t3 l 9 l t,,,zg * l l z&~zI~, this shows 
that the assertion holds *I or g + 2. The cases g = - 1 and g = 0 have been dealt with 
before. 

Finally, in order to se 2 whether or not the PD2-pair (F, 9’) is orientable it remains 
t.o consider the group I12(F, 9’; H) = ker(H&Y’; Z) + Nl(F; Z)). One finds that in the 
case (a j this kernel is generated by tl + t2 + l l = + t,,, - I E H@; Z), hence 
.&(F, 9; 9) = Z and (F, 9) is orientable; in case (b) the kernel is trivial and (F, 3’) 
non-Mentable. This completes the proof of the theorem. 

1 I. Are a51 PD2-pairs getmetric? 

I 1.1. One is tempted to conjecture that every PD2-pair (G, 9’) is in fact geometric. 
In the absolute case 9’ = $3 this would mean that every PD2-group G is isomorphic 
to the fundamental group of a closed 2-dimensional surface (we call this the 
“absolute PD2-conjecture”). In the relative case it would mean that every PD2-pair 
(G, 9) with 9’ f 8 is of the form described in Theorem 10.1 (“relative PD2- 
conjecture”). 

We recall some results concerning the absolute PD2-conjecture: If G is a PD2- 
group admitting a finite free resolution, then G is residually nilpotent (Dyer- 
Vasquez [ 121); morecver, if such a group can be generated by 2 elements then G is 
either free Abelian of rank Z or isomorphic to the fundamental group of the Klein 
bottle (I. Cohen [ll]). Arbitrary PD*-groups have the property that all their 
s~b~ou~ of infinite index 3re free (R. Strebel[l6]). 

e absolute and the relative PD*-conjecture are, of course, strongly related: In 
act it can b3e proved that the sbsolute PD2-cciljecture implies the relative one. This 

sts that the relative PD2-conjecture might be easier to attack, all the more so 
at case G is a free group. Indeed, it is a consequence of Theorem 11.6 

below that the relative PD2-conjecture is implied by the absolute one for one- 
up (cf. Remark 11.8). 
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F generated by .Y and let H = F/R; i.e., H is the group given by the presentation 

H=(F;9’)=(x1,x2 ,..., x”;rl,rz ,..., r,,,) 

Pagpdti~n lL1. If (F, 9) is a PD2-pair then m G n + 1 and ooze has 

(a) if m =n+l,thenH=l 

(b) if m = n, then IHi = 2 
(c) if m <, II, then H is an absolute PB2-group. 

Proof. As in 10.1 let J:(ZFjm + (ZF)” denote the homomorphism of (left) F- 
modules given by the Jacobian (ari/&j), i.e., 

m 

CA 
dri 

ii&j = 

1 %g 

j=l&..,n. 
i = 

Let JW: (ZH)” + (EH)” be the H-homomorphism induced by J under the 
canonical projection W: ZF * ZH, and let J* = Horn& +F), J: = HomH(J,, HH). 
Notice furthermore that J* 0~ Z = J$. 

Now we apply the functor -&P to the diagram (11.1). As r&Z=0 we then 
obtain 

H2(F, 9; ZF)& Z = coker Jz. (11.2) 

But by Theorem 4.2 (iii) H2(F, 9’; ZF) is isomorphic, as an Si- module, to 
H’(Si; ZSi), for every subgroup Si in 9’. It follows that R acts trivially on 
H’(F, 9’; ZF) = f, hence 

coker a: = 2. 

As J=: (EH)” + (ZH)” is 
this implies 

ker J*,* = ker Jn 

Now recall that .& occurs 

a homomorphism of finitely generated free H-modules 

= Horn&!, BH). (11.3) 

in an exact sequence of modules 

(ZH)” Jw -(ZH)“-+ZH-+Z-+O (11.4) 
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11.3. The following result shows that, in certain cases, the converse holds: if 
H=(F; is actually a geometric PD*-group then (F, 9) is a geometric PD*-pair. 

a tl.2, Let (F, S) be a PD$air where F is a free group of rank a 2 and 
S a single cyclic subgroup. Then (F, S) is a geometric PD*-pair if and only if the 
one-relator group H = (F; S) is a geometric PD*-gruup. 

f. Clearly if (F, S)J is* geometric so is H, Conversely assue that H is a 
<metric PD”-group. Let RI be the normal closure of S in F. Associated to the 

xtension R -F--w H a:r(!e then h;as the S-term exact sequence (& = group of order 

2) 
Q=-H~(F;L~)~~‘U~(H;I~)-*RIR’OHB~’H~(F;H~)~I;~~(H;~~)~~. 

y Phncark duallity H: (~4; &) = &: and R/R’@& & = & since R,‘R’ is cyclic as 
an H-module. It follow l that F/F’@& = H/H’@Z2 which shows that the minimum 
number of generators of H is equal to the rank of F. By results due to G. 

nberger and FL Zeschang (cf. G. Rosenberger: Zum Isomorphie-problem fiir 
Gruppen mit einer de’u’lnierenden Relation. Iliinois Journal of Mathematics 20 
(9976)) one knows that the one-relator presentations for the fundamental group of 
a ctosed surface form a !Bingle transitivity system with respect to free substitutions. 
This means that we can choose a set of free generators in F suclh that S is generated 
by the canonical reiator of a surface group. 

Corouaty 1 L3. Let F be the free group of rank 2 and S an infinite cyclic subgroup. If 
(F, S) is a PD2-pair then there are free generators x, y of F such that S is generated 
either by xyx-‘y-’ or by xyxy-‘; i.e., the PD*-pair (F, S) is geometric. 

Proof. By Proposition 11.1 the group H = (F; S) is an absolute PD*-group. Beir.2 
a one-relator group H admits a finite free resolution of length ~2, hence J. Cohen’s 
result applies and H is geometric (i.e., H is either free Abelian of rank 2 or 
isomorphic to the fundamental group of the Klein bottle). By Proposition 9 1.2 this 
implies that (15 9’) is a geometric PD*-pair. 

11.4. Let F=(x,, . . . , x,) and 9 = (Si, i E I}, Si = (ri), be as in Section 11.2. 

on Let 9 = Sp, ‘J 9’2 be a disjoint union with 9’1 f c3 # 9’2. If (F, 9) is 
D*-pair, then l c$(F, 9) G 1 for cy = 1,2. 

the commutative diagram 
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whose rows are exact we deduce the short exact sequence of F-modt!cs 

&,~@ANy;~ZF/%&. 

Applying Ext$(-, ZF):yields the bottom row of the following commutative diagram 1 H’(E,9*;zF) _ b H’(F;ZF) __I+ H’(Y*; ZF) - H2(F, 9,; ZF) -b 0 
I i & II i v I o-, H”(E 91; ZF)@BH’(F, 92: +F) -H’(F; ZF) - H2(F: sp; ZF) ---+H2(F, Y*; ZF) @ H2(F1 92; ZF) --a ( 

whose top row is given by Proposition 1 A. Now, ir’ H ‘(F, 92; ZF) = 0, then 6 is an 
isomorphism, whence q: H’(&; EF)+ H”(F, 9’; F j = Z is monomorphic; but this 

is impossible unless F is free of rank 1 and both Y and 92 consist of a single copy 
of F (in which case cd(F, Ya) = 6, a = 1,2). It :‘ollows that in all other cases 
H’(F, Ya, ZF) ir 0, cy = 1,2‘ On rhe other hand H “(F, 9”; ZF) is a homomorphic 
image of H2(F, 9; PF)a Z, hence H2(F, 9’; HF)= 0 by Proposition 9,2. Since the 
group pair (F, Ya) is of type (FP) it follows that H’(F, Zfa ; A) = 0 for every free 
F-module A. But clearly cd(F, Y*)c 2, hence H2(F, Ya ; -) is a right exact functor 
and so H2(F, Ye ; A) = 0 for all F-modules A. 

The following proposition shows the group-theoretic significance of Proposition 
11.2. This is a special case of a result of C.T.C. Wall’s [ 191, but we give an easy 
direct proof. 

Proposition 11.5. Let F be a finitely generated free group of rank n 3 1, and 9’ a 
family of infinite cyclic subgroups Si = (ri), i = 1,2, . . . , m. If H2(F, 9; HF) = 0 (or 
equivalently, if cd(F, Sp) G 1) then there are free generators x1, x2, . . . , x,, for F such 
that Xi is coniugate to ri for all 1 G i G m. In’particular m G n. 

Proof. If n = 1 then H’(F; ZF)=E and hence res:H’(F;ZF)+H’(Y; ZF) 
cannot be an epimorphism unless 9 consists of a single copy of F (or 9 = 8). So 
assume n 2 2. Then H’(F, 9; HF) # 0, for Hk(F, 9; ZF) = 0 for all k E Z is 
impossible unless A = ker(ZF;Y’+P) = 0, which would imply that F is cyclic. It 
follows by the relative version of Stallings’ Theorem (cf. Swarup [ 181) that F 
decomposes non-trivially into a free proc%ct F = Fl *&, such that each Si is 
tanjugete to a subgroup S: of El or of F2. Let 

By Theoreur 3.2 one has 
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Combining Propositions 11.4 and 11.5 yields the 

I Let F be the free group of rank n, 1 s n c 00, and let 9 be a family of 
m infinite cyclic subgroups, 1 =S m < W, in F. If (F, 9’) is a 2-pair then m s n + 1 

and the group ,!I = (F; 9) has a presentation with n - m + 1 generators and a single 
defining relation. More precisely : There is a system of free generators x1, x;?, . . . , x,, of 
F such that xi is conjugate to a generator of Si E 9, 1 d j s m - 1. 

. In particular it follows that if (F, 9) is a PD2-pair with m s n then H is 

cyclic (or trivial); there> fore H being an absolute PD2-group implies m < n. This 

completes the proof of Proposition 11.1. 

As an application of Theorem 11.6 we can prove the relative PD2-conjecture in a 

further special case, n;.: lely for n = 2, m = 3: 

3. Let F be the free group of rank 2 and 9 a fame y of three cyclic 
subgroups. If (F, 9) i, a PD2-pair, then there are free generators x, y of F such that 
these subgroups are conjugate to (x), (y ) and (xy ) respectively. 

roof. Let Y= {(r), (s), (t)}. By Corollary 11.6 we may assume that, for suitable 

free generators X, y of d”“, one has r = x, s = y. Moreover, there exists v E F such that 
x and vtv-1 freely generate F. This implies (cf. Magnus-Marrass-Solitar, Combina- 

torial Group Theory (Intdrscience 1966), p. 169, Problem 3) that vtv-’ = x”y’xp. cy, 

PEZ e = *l. Replacing, if necessary, t by a conjugate and y by y-l, we thus may 

assume that t = xay, QI E Z. Similarly, since there exists w E F such that y and wtw-’ 
freely generate F, one has wtw -I = y “x ‘y ‘, whence cy = f 1. Replacing, if necessary, 

x by X-* yields t = xy, as asserted. 

. Let (F, 9’) be a group pair, where G is the free group on 

and .Y’ = {(rl), (rz), . . , , (Q), and consider the group 

G =(X1, X2,. . . , X,, Ul, l.42,. . . , Urn, VI, 212,. . . ,V,; ri = [Lci, 

Using known results on amalgamated product decompositions of 

vi], 16 i s m). 

surface groups 

is a geometric 
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